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EAN Model Description excl. VAT Inc. 20% VAT

VALVE (vacuum tube) microphones

211179 M 990

Cardioid  valve microphone with high sensitivity and excellent signal-to-
noise ratio,  modern M930 capsule with large diameter gold-plated 
plastic membrane, valve pre-amplifier with EF86. Supplied complete 
with EA 92  elastic suspension, power supply, W 92  foam windshield 
and cable in carrying case - colour: dark bronze

£2,406.00 £2,887.20

2111210 M 990 As M 990 above, but - colour: satin nickel £2,406.00 £2,887.20 N E W

211189 M 92.1 S

Large diaphragm cardioid only  valve microphone. Legendary                  
M7 capsule  with large diameter gold-plated plastic membrane, valve 
pre-amplifier with EF86. Supplied complete with EA 92  elastic 
suspension, power supply and cable in carrying case -                         
colour: satin nickel

£2,592.00 £3,110.40

211138 UM 92.1 S

Large diaphragm valve microphone with 3 switchable patterns . 
Legendary M7 capsule with large diameter gold-plated plastic 
membrane, valve pre-amplifier with EF86. Supplied complete with          
EA 92  elastic suspension, pattern-switching power supply and cable in 
carrying case - colour: satin nickel

£3,148.00 £3,777.60

2111215     CMV 563 / M 7 S

Re-issue of the classic 1950's microphone. The package includes: 
CMV 563  body, M7S  cardioid  capsule, N 61  power supply,                     
C 563.1  microphone cable, EA 92  elastic suspension, G/B adaptor , 
aluminium case.

£5,471.00 £6,565.20

2111144 M 7 S   SOLO CAPSULE
M 7 S cardioid  capsule from the above kit, sold on its own.  
Compatible with vintage CMV 563 amplifiers.  Supplied in a wooden 
box.

£1,391.00 £1,669.20

UK Price  -  £
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FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE - M 930 series

211150 M 930

FET Cardioid , small profile, condenser microphone with extended 
dynamic range and a very low noise floor of just 7dBA. Advanced 
circuit design, transformerless output and with an internal elastic 
suspension for the capsule.  Supplied with MH 93.1  stand clamp in a 
wooden box - colour: satin nickel

£1,011.00 £1,213.20

211151 M 930 As M 930 above, but - colour: dark bronze £1,011.00 £1,213.20

2111129 M 930 set As M 930 above, but delivered complete with EA 93  elastic 
suspension and A 93  adaptor in a transit case - colour: satin nickel

£1,219.00 £1,462.80

2111130 M 930 set As M 930 set above, but - colour: dark bronze £1,219.00 £1,462.80

2111159 M 930 broadcast set
As M 930 set above, but delivered complete with EH 93-P  suspension 
and P110  clip-on pop killer in a transit case -                                    
colour: satin nickel

£1,229.00 £1,474.80

2111160 M 930 broadcast set As M 930 broadcast set above, but - colour: dark bronze £1,229.00 £1,474.80

2111233 M 930 stereo set - XY & ORTF

Matched pair of M 930 cardioid microphones, supplied in a 
weatherproof polymer case complete with MH 93-stereo  mounts and 
KS 25  stereo bar for both XY and ORTF operation -                                
colour: satin nickel

£2,652.00 £3,182.40 N E W

2111234 M 930 stereo set - XY & ORTF As M 930 stereo above, but - colour: dark bronze £2,652.00 £3,182.40 N E W

2111136 M 930 Ts

FET Cardioid , small profile, condenser microphone with extended 
dynamic range and a very low noise floor of just 7dBA. Advanced 
circuit design, large output transformer with optimised circuit.  Supplied 
with MH 93.1  stand clamp in a wooden box - colour: satin nickel

£1,479.00 £1,774.80

MIPA 
winner 

2012

2111137 M 930 Ts As M 930 Ts above, but - colour: dark bronze £1,479.00 £1,774.80

MIPA 
winner 

2012

2111165 M 930Ts stereo set - XY & ORTF
Matched pair of M 930Ts cardioid microphones, supplied in a 
weatherproof polymer case complete with MH 93-stereo mounts and 
KS 25  stereo bar - satin nickel

£3,589.00 £4,306.80 N E W

2111166 M 930Ts stereo set - XY & ORTF As M 930Ts stereo set above, but - colour: dark bronze £3,589.00 £4,306.80 N E W

FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE - M 930 series    continued on next page
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FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE - M 930 series    continued

211156 M 940

FET Super-cardioid , small profile, condenser microphone with 
extended dynamic range and a very low noise floor of just 6dBA. 
Advanced circuit design, transformerless output and with an internal 
elastic suspension for the capsule.  Supplied with MH 93.1  stand 
clamp in a wooden box - colour: satin nickel

£1,011.00 £1,213.20

211157 M 940 As M 940 above, but - colour: dark bronze £1,011.00 £1,213.20

2111131 M 940 set As M 940 above, but delivered complete with EA 93  elastic 
suspension and A 93  adaptor in a transit case - colour: satin nickel

£1,219.00 £1,462.80

2111132 M 940 set As M 940 set above, but - colour: dark bronze £1,219.00 £1,462.80

2111235 M 940 stereo set - XY & spaced
Matched pair of M 940 super-cardioid microphones, supplied in a 
weatherproof polymer case complete with MH 93-stereo  mounts and 
KS 25  stereo bar - colour: satin nickel

£2,652.00 £3,182.40 N E W

2111236 M 940 stereo set - XY & spaced As M 940 stereo set above - but colour: dark bronze £2,652.00 £3,182.40 N E W

211191 M 950

FET Wide-cardioid  (hypo-cardioid), small profile, condenser 
microphone with extended dynamic range and a very low noise floor of 
just 7dBA. Advanced circuit design, transformerless output and with 
an internal elastic suspension for the capsule.  Supplied with MH 93.1 
stand clamp in a wooden box - colour: satin nickel

£1,011.00 £1,213.20

211192 M 950 As M 950 above, but - colour: dark bronze £1,011.00 £1,213.20

2111133 M 950 set

FET Wide-cardioid  (hypo-cardioid), small profile, condenser 
microphone with extended dynamic range and a very low noise floor of 
just 7dBA. Advanced circuit design, transformerless output and with 
an internal elastic suspension for the capsule.  Supplied with EA 93 
elastic suspension clamp in a transit case - colour: satin nickel

£1,219.00 £1,462.80

2111134 M 950 set As M 950 above, but - colour: dark bronze £1,219.00 £1,462.80

2111237 M 950 stereo set - XY & spaced
Matched pair of M 950 wide-cardioid microphones, supplied in a 
weatherproof polymer case complete with MH 93-stereo  mounts and 
KS 25  stereo bar - colour: satin nickel

£2,652.00 £3,182.40 N E W

2111238 M 950 stereo set - XY & spaced As M 950 stereo set above, but - colour: dark bronze £2,652.00 £3,182.40 N E W

211171 M 960

FET Omni-directional , small profile, large diaphragm condenser 
microphone with extended dynamic range and a very low noise floor. 
Advanced circuit design, transformerless output and with an internal 
elastic suspension for the capsule.  Supplied with MH 93.1  stand 
clamp in a wooden box - colour: dark bronze

£1,331.00 £1,597.20

FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE    continued on next page
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FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE with M9 capsule

2111121 M 1030

FET Cardioid , large profile, condenser microphone with extended 
dynamic range and a very low noise floor of just 7dBA. Advanced 
circuit design, transformerless output and with an internal elastic 
suspension for the capsule, includes "read" LED./  Supplied with                 
MH 93.2  stand clamp in a wooden box - colour: satin nickel

£1,664.00 £1,996.80

2111135 M 1030 set As M 1030 above, but delivered complete with EA 93  elastic 
suspension and A 93  adaptor in a carry case - colour: satin nickel

£1,943.00 £2,331.60

2111114 UM 930

FET twin-capsule ,  large profile, condenser microphone with                  
5 switchable polar-patterns , extended dynamic range and a very low 
7dBA noise floor. Advanced circuit design, transformerless output and 
with an internal elastic suspension for the capsule, includes "read" 
LED.  Supplied with MH 80  stand clamp in a wooden box -                 
colour: satin nickel

£3,890.00 £4,668.00

2111115 UM 930 As UM 930 above, but - colour: dark bronze £3,890.00 £4,668.00

2111116 UM 930 set

FET twin-capsule ,  large profile, condenser microphone with                    
5 switchable polar-patterns , extended dynamic range and a very low 
7dBA noise floor. Advanced circuit design, transformerless output and 
with an internal elastic suspension for the capsule, includes "read" 
LED.  Supplied with EA 92  elastic suspension in a carrying case - 
colour: satin nickel

£4,075.00 £4,890.00

2111117 UM 930 set As UM 930 set above, but - colour: dark bronze £4,075.00 £4,890.00

2111106 UM 930 TWIN

FET twin-capsule ,  large profile, condenser microphone with 
continuous control of variable polar-pattern  from the mixing console 
or PC using separate signal outputs: cardioid front, cardioid rear  
selected by switch ring, extended dynamic range and a very low 7dBA 
noise floor. Advanced circuit design, transformerless output and with 
an internal elastic suspension for the capsule, includes "read" LED.  
Supplied with MH 80 stand clamp in a wooden box -                 colour: 
satin nickel

£4,817.00 £5,780.40

2111107 UM 930 TWIN As UM 930 TWIN above, but - colour: dark bronze £4,817.00 £5,780.40

2111108 UM 930 TWIN set

FET  twin-capsule ,  large profile, condenser microphone with 
continuous control of variable polar-pattern  from the mixing console 
or PC using separate signal outputs: cardioid front, cardioid rear  
selected by switch ring, extended dynamic range and a very low 7dBA 
noise floor. Advanced circuit design, transformerless output and with 
an internal elastic suspension for the capsule, includes "read" LED 
and SCT (sound-check tool).  Delivered with EA 92  elastic suspension 
in a carrying case - colour: satin nickel

£4,928.00 £5,913.60

2111109 UM 930 TWIN set As UM 930 TWIN above, but - colour: dark bronze £4,928.00 £5,913.60

FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE    continued on next page
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FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE with Georg Neumann M7 capsule

211126 MT 71 S

FET cardioid  large diaphragm transformerless condenser 
microphone, with a particularly clean and colourIess sound 
reproduction, utilising the legendary M7 capsule . Supplied in a 
wooden box - colour: satin nickel                                                                                           
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£1,168.00 £1,401.60

+ MH 20 MT 71 S + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £1,177.00 £1,412.40 N E W
+ 202304 MT 71 S + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a satin nickel MH 93.1 microphone clip £1,256.00 £1,507.20

211130 UMT 70 S

FET switchable-pattern large diaphragm transformerless condenser 
microphone, with a particularly clean and colourIess sound 
reproduction, utilising the legendary M7 capsule . 3 switchable 
patterns . Supplied in a wooden box - colour: satin nickel                     
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£1,530.00 £1,836.00

+ MH 20 UMT 70 S + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £1,539.00 £1,846.80 N E W
+ 202304 UMT 70 S + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a satin nickel MH 93.1 microphone clip £1,618.00 £1,941.60

2111163 UMT 70 S special set
Special bundle consisting of a case containing: UMT 70S  microphone, 
Håkan P110 Pop Killer , INV-7HG-V  (vertical) version, Rycote INV-
7HG III suspension & C 70.1  10m XLR cable - colour: satin nickel

£2,216.00 £2,659.20 Recently 
Introduced

FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE MICROPHONE with Nickel Diaphragm

2111197 M 102

1" Free-field equalised omni-directional  condenser microphone with 
an extremely thin nickel metal diaphragm. Capsule has a flat 
frequency response from 10Hz - 20kHz.  It comprises of the MK 102 
measurement capsule + E 63  1" to ½" adaptor,  MV 225  pre-amp.  
Supplied in a wooden box complete with MH 93.1  microphone holder - 
colour: dark bronze  - Gefell will pair-match or triple-match (for a 
Decca Tree) if requested at time of order

£2,309.00 £2,770.80 Recently 
Introduced

FET microphones - LARGE MEMBRANE ARTIST MICROPHONES

2111140 M 900

FET large diaphragm cardioid  transformerless condenser 
microphone. It is equally well-suited as a hand-held artist mic. or for 
miking up instruments on stage or in the studio.  An exceptional 
microphone that "makes a statement".  Supplied in a wooden box - 
colour: matt black

£1,345.00 £1,614.00 New Black 
finish

+ MH 20 M 900 + MH 10 or 20 As above but delivered with an MH 10 or MH 20 microphone clip £1,354.00 £1,624.80 N E W

2111154 M 910 Similar to M 900 above, but super-cardioid  - colour: Nextel® S139      
"dark grey"

£1,345.00 £1,614.00

+ MH 20 M 910 + MH 10 or 20 As above but delivered with an MH 10 or MH 20 microphone clip £1,354.00 £1,624.80 N E W
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FET microphones - SMALL MEMBRANE - M 300 series

211101 M 300

Cardioid  miniature condenser microphone. M3 capsule with ceramic 
housing to minimise changes due to temperature. Internal DC is via an 
optical coupler which effectively eliminates any phantom supply noise 
or spurious interference - colour: dark bronze.                                       
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£709.00 £850.80

+ MH 20 M 300 + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £718.00 £861.60 N E W
+ 202303 M 300 + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £797.00 £956.40

2111239 M 300-Stereo

Matched stereo pair of M300  cardioid microphones for ORTF or XY 
stereo.  Supplied complete with MH 93-1  mounts, stereo bar , riser 
and ORTF set-up template in a weatherproof polymer case - colour: 
dark bronze

£2,077.00 £2,492.40 N E W    
case

2111222 M 300-Stereo Touring As M 300-stereo above, but with a pair of W 20 foam windshields 
included £2,133.00 £2,559.60 N E W    

case

Phased Array Set 2
Phased Array Set 2  - supplied complete with a stereo set of M 300 
microphones, plus an M 320  stereo set; together with a 57cm stereo 
bar and a T-piece. microphone colour is dark bronze.

£5,220.00 £6,264.00 Recently 
Introduced

211133 M 310

Super-cardioid miniature condenser microphone. M3 capsule with 
ceramic housing to minimise changes due to temperature. Internal DC 
is via an optical coupler which effectively eliminates any phantom 
supply noise or spurious interference. Colour: dark bronze.                    
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£709.00 £850.80

+ MH 20 M 310 + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £718.00 £861.60 N E W
+ 202303 M 310 + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £797.00 £956.40

2111240 M 310-Stereo
Matched stereo pair of M310  super-cardioid microphones for spaced 
or XY stereo.  Supplied complete with MH 93-1 mounts, stereo bar 
and riser in a weatherproof polymer case - colour: dark bronze

£2,077.00 £2,492.40 N E W   
case

2111223 M 310-Stereo Touring As M 310-stereo above, but with a pair of W 20 foam windshields 
included £2,133.00 £2,559.60 N E W

2111187 M 320

Omni-directional  miniature condenser microphone. Internal DC is via 
an optical coupler which effectively eliminates any phantom supply 
noise or spurious interference. Colour: dark bronze.                              
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£830.00 £996.00 Recently 
Introduced

+ MH 20 M 320 + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £839.00 £1,006.80 N E W
+ 202303 M 320 + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £918.00 £1,101.60

M 320-Stereo
Matched stereo pair of M320  omni-directional microphones.  Supplied 
complete with MH93.1 mounts in a weatherproof polymer case - 
colour: dark bronze

£2,717.00 £3,260.40 N E W    
case

2111225 M 310-Stereo Touring As M 320-stereo above, but with a pair of W 20 foam windshields 
included

£2,773.00 £3,327.60 N E W

2111186 M 330

Wide-cardioid  (hypo-cardioid) miniature condenser microphone. M3 
capsule with ceramic housing to minimise changes due to 
temperature. Internal DC is via an optical coupler which effectively 
eliminates any phantom supply noise or spurious interference.                             
Colour: dark bronze                                                                             
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£709.00 £850.80 N E W

+ MH 20 M 330 + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £718.00 £861.60 N E W
+ 202303 M 330 + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £797.00 £956.40

2111241 M 330-Stereo
Matched stereo pair of M330  wide-cardioid microphones for spaced 
or XY stereo.  Supplied complete with MH 93-1 mounts, stereo bar 
and riser in a weatherproof polymer case - colour: dark bronze

£2,077.00 £2,492.40 N E W  
case

2111224 M 310-Stereo Touring As M 320-stereo above, but with a pair of W 20 foam windshields 
included £2,133.00 £2,559.60 N E W

The M300/310/320/330 can also be ordered individually as matched pairs, if required, instead of a stereo set complete with stereo bar and riser
BUT - PLEASE NOTE - ordered this way you will not get the weatherproof polymer case, MH93.1 clips, nor the stereo bar and riser
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FET microphones - SMALL MEMBRANE - M 400 series - "Generation 4"
201312              

EAN        
4251059217192

MV 400X

Generation 4  miniature condenser microphone series with detachable 
capsules (microphone is about ⅓ shorter than the M300 series) - 
microphone body with XLR connector - colour: matt black.                                                                          
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£598.00 £717.60 N E W

+ MH 20 MV 400X + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £607.00 £728.40 N E W
+ 202303 MV 400X + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £686.00 £823.20 N E W

201312              
EAN        

4251059217208
MV 400L

Generation 4 miniature condenser microphone series with detachable 
capsules - microphone body with LEMO  connector - colour: matt 
black. (the LEMO version microphone is almost half the length of an 
M300 series microphone)                                                                                        
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£598.00 £717.60 N E W

+ MH 20 MV 400X + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £607.00 £728.40 N E W
+ 202303 MV 400X + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £686.00 £823.20 N E W

201256              
EAN        

4251059217215
M 40 Cardioid  miniature condenser microphone head for Generation 4 

series MV400X or MV400L - colour: black.
£649.00 £778.80 N E W

201257              
EAN        

4251059217222
M 41 Super-cardioid  miniature condenser microphone head for         

Generation 4 series MV400X or MV400L - colour: black.
£649.00 £778.80 N E W

201258              
EAN        

4251059217239
M 42 Omni-directional  miniature condenser microphone head for 

Generation 4 series MV400X or MV400L - colour: black.
£649.00 £778.80 N E W

201259              
EAN        

4251059217246
M 43 Wide-cardioid (Hypo-cardioid) miniature condenser microphone head 

for Generation 4 series MV400X or MV400L - colour: black.
£649.00 £778.80 N E W

M 400

Cardioid  miniature condenser microphone comprising of the MV400X 
body with XLR connector and M40 cardioid microphone head - colour: 
matt black.                                                                                               
(The M400 is about ⅓ shorter than the M300)                                    
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£1,247.00 £1,496.40 N E W

+ MH 20 M 400 + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £1,256.00 £1,507.20 N E W
+ 202303 M 400 + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £1,335.00 £1,602.00 N E W

M 410

Super-cardioid  miniature condenser microphone comprising of the 
MV400X body with XLR connector and M41 super-cardioid 
microphone head - colour: matt black.                                                  
(The M410 is about ⅓ shorter than the M310)                                                                                          
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£1,247.00 £1,496.40 N E W

+ MH 20 M 410 + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £1,256.00 £1,507.20 N E W
+ 202303 M 410 + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £1,335.00 £1,602.00 N E W

M 420

Omni-directional  miniature condenser microphone comprising of the 
MV400X body with XLR connector and M42 omni microphone head - 
colour: matt black.                                                                                  
(The M420 is about ⅓ shorter than the M320)                                         
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£1,247.00 £1,496.40 N E W

+ MH 20 M 420 + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £1,256.00 £1,507.20 N E W
+ 202303 M 420 + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £1,335.00 £1,602.00 N E W

M 430

Wide-cardioid (Hypo-cardioid) miniature condenser microphone 
comprising of the MV400X body with XLR connector and M43 wide-
cardioid microphone head - colour: matt black.                                                      
(The M430 is about ⅓ shorter than the M330)                                            
(NB: delivered without a mic. clip)

£1,247.00 £1,496.40 N E W

+ MH 20 M 430 + MH 20 As above but delivered with an MH 20 microphone clip £1,256.00 £1,507.20 N E W
+ 202303 M 430 + MH 93.1 As above but delivered with a dark bronze MH 93.1 microphone clip £1,335.00 £1,602.00 N E W

Any microphone in the M400 "Generation 4" series can be ordered as matched pairs - price is double the individual price with no extra charge for matching
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FET microphones - SMALL MEMBRANE - Nickel diaphragm microphones

2111197 M 102

1" Free-field equalised omni-directional  condenser microphone with 
an extremely thin nickel metal diaphragm. Capsule has a flat 
frequency response from 10Hz - 20kHz.  It comprises of the MK 102 
measurement capsule + E 63  1" to ½" adaptor,  MV 225  pre-amp.  
Supplied in a wooden box complete with MH 93.1  microphone holder - 
colour: dark bronze  - Gefell will pair-match or triple-match (for a 
Decca Tree) if requested at time of order

£2,309.00 £2,770.80 N E W

211103 M 221

½" Free-field equalised omni-directional  condenser microphone with 
an extremely thin nickel metal diaphragm. Capsule has a flat 
frequency response from 3.5Hz - 20kHz.  It comprises of the MK 221 
capsule + MV 225  pre-amp.  Supplied in a wooden box complete with 
MH 93.1  microphone holder and KA 3  & KA 4 pressure balls - colour: 
dark bronze  - Gefell will pair-match or triple-match (for a Decca 
Tree) if requested at time of order

£1,804.00 £2,164.80

203002 M 250

½" Free-field equalised omni-directional  condenser microphone with 
an extremely thin nickel metal diaphragm. Capsule has a flat 
frequency response from 3.5Hz - 20kHz.  It comprises of the MK 250 
pre-polarised capsule + MV 220.S  pre-amp.  Supplied in a wooden 
box complete with MH 93.1  microphone holder and KA 3  & KA 4 
pressure balls - colour: dark bronze  - Gefell will pair-match or triple-
match (for a Decca Tree) if requested at time of order

£1,804.00 £2,164.80

2111161
M 221 Decca Tree Set 1                                   

120 x 60

Small Decca Tree - 120 x 60 cm  - supplied complete with a matched 
set of three M 221  microphones in a suitcase.  The tree can be stand-
mounted or slung (with optional hanging brackets) and has fully 
adjustable mounting positions.  The kit comprises of: 3 x 57cm 
arms and a T-piece 

£6,421.00 £7,705.20

2111162
M 221 Decca Tree Set 2                                     

230 x 120

Large Decca Tree - 230 x 120 cm  - supplied complete with a 
matched set of three M 221  microphones in a suitcase.  The tree can 
be stand-mounted or slung (with optional hanging brackets) and has 
fully adjustable mounting positions.  The kit comprises of: 6 x 57cm 
arms, 1 x T-piece, 3 x jointing pieces

£7,070.00 £8,484.00

Phased Array Set 1

Phased Array Set 1 - supplied complete with a stereo set of M 930 
microphones, plus a matched pair of M 221  microphones; together 
with a 57cm stereo bar and a T-piece. microphone colour is dark 
bronze.

£6,686.00 £8,023.20 N E W

Phased Array Set 2
Phased Array Set 2  - as above, but with M 300  and M 320  stereo 
sets.  (NB: The M 300 series do NOT have nickel diaphragms - the 
Phased Array Set 2 has just been included here for completeness)

£5,220.00 £6,264.00 N E W

2111199      + 
610202

M CUBE System complete

3D recording system  comprising of: 5 x M 102  omni microphones 
(lower), 4 x M 221  omni microphones (upper), 3D "tree" mounting 
system, carrying cases - microphone finish: dark bronze. (foam 
windshields extra - W1 and W2 - see page 13)

£25,824.00 £30,988.80 N E W

2111199
Microphone Set for                          

M CUBE System

3D recording system microphone set only  comprising of: 5 x              
M 102  omni microphones (lower), 4 x M 221 omni microphones 
(upper), carrying case - microphone finish: dark bronze.  (foam 
windshields extra - W1 and W2 - see page 13)

£20,307.00 £24,368.40 N E W

610202
Mounting Array for                             

M CUBE System

3D recording system mounting array only  3D "tree" mounting 
system comprising of: 16 x mounting bars, 4 x T-pieces, 2 x jointing 
pieces, 2 x vertical mounting pieces, carrying case

£5,517.00 £6,620.40 N E W
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FET microphones - LINE-ARRAY MICROPHONES

211180 KEM 975   (satin nickel)

Cardioid Plane Microphone - Multi-capsule line-array condenser 
microphone system with a broad cardioid pattern to cover wide or 
moving sound sources that can be located at up to three times the 
distance of omni microphones for the same diffuse field. Optimum 
positioning using visual indicators, suppression of undesirable 
reflections on the vertical axis and 6dB improvement in feedback 
threshold for sound reinforcement applications. Frequency response 
40 - 18,000 Hz, line level output, five position level switch (-36, -24,           
-12, 0, +12dB).  Supplied in an aluminium carrying case complete with 
C 975.1 10m cable, MH 975 swivel joint, N 975 power supply and          
rack-mount kit - colour: satin nickel.

211181 KEM 975   (dark bronze) As KEM 975 above, but colour: dark bronze

custom KEM 975 CUSTOM As KEM 975 options above, but custom version in the colour finish the 
customer desires.

201246
DM 21 DELTA capsule               

(satin nickel)
Optional "DELTA" capsule for KEM 975.  This additional capsule 
increases the directivity at low frequencies - colour: satin nickel

201247
DM 21 DELTA capsule               

(dark bronze)
As above but colour: dark bronze

custom
DM 21 DELTA capsule          

CUSTOM
As above but custom colour

2111142 PEM 975   (satin nickel) As KEM 975 above, but horizontal version for lectern mounting. 
Colour: satin nickel

2111143 PEM 975   (dark bronze) As above but colour: dark bronze

custom PEM 975 CUSTOM As PEM 975 options above, but custom version in the colour finish the 
customer desires.

Broadcaster Products - Smart-phone Reporter microphone

2111190 SRM 100 - smart-phone mic.

Omni-directional smart-phone reporter microphone  with shock-
mounted dynamic capsule, supplied complete with foam windscreen, 
leatherette bag and a lightning cabe to connect to an iPhone (Cables 
for USB, Micro USB and USB-C are available separately)

£552.00 £662.40 N E W

xxx SRM cable - USB USB cable for SRM 100  - to connect the SRM 100 to a standard USB 
input

Coming 
Soon

600197 SRM adaptor - Micro USB Micro USB adaptor for SRM 100 - to connect the SRM 100 to an 
Android phone - USB-A socket to Micro-USB

Coming 
Soon

600198 SRM adaptor - USB-C USB-C adaptor for SRM 100  - to connect the SRM 100 to a PC or 
MAC with USB-C sockets- USB-A socket to USB-C

Coming 
Soon

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request
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DYNAMIC microphones (Dynamic microphones are now finished in "matt black")

211411 MD 100 Cardioid  dynamic stage vocal / podcast microphone supplied in a 
wooden box - colour: matt black

£389.00 £466.80
N E W 
black 
finish

211412 MD 110 Super-cardioid  dynamic stage vocal / podcast microphone supplied in 
a wooden box - colour: matt black

£389.00 £466.80
N E W 
black 
finish

211413 MD 120 Omni-directiona l dynamic microphone for stage or broadcast 
interview work -  supplied in a wooden box - colour: matt black

£389.00 £466.80
N E W 
black 
finish

2111211 MD 300
Cardioid  dynamic microphone for broadcast, voice-over , podcast and 
recording work.  Colour: matt black.  Supplied complete with                   
MH 80 stand mount

£644.00 £772.80
N E W 
black 
finish

2111211      + G-
USM-L

MD 300 + G-USM-L As MD 300 above, but with G-USM-L  suspension £704.00 £844.80 N E W

ACCESSORIES and SPARES
Cables

202212 C 70.1 Connection cable 10m, XLR 3-pin £95.00 £114.00

202213 C 70.1 HF As C 70.1 above, but with integrated RF filter to protect against radio 
interference

£200.00 £240.00

202204 C 92.1 Connection cable for UM 92.1S, M 92.1S, M 990 - 10m, Tuchel 7-pin £178.00 £213.60

202214 C 93.01 Breakout Y-cable for UM 930 TWIN - 1m, XLR 5-pin female to 2 x XLR 
3-pin male

£178.00 £213.60

202215 C 93.1 Extension cable for UM 930 TWIN - 10m, XLR 5-pin

202224 C 975.1 Connection cable for KEM 975 - 10m, XLR 5-pin

202225 C 975.2 Connection cable for KEM 975 - 20m, XLR 5-pin

202226 C 975.3 Connection cable for KEM 975 - 30m, XLR 5-pin

202227 C 975.1 W Connection cable with triangular adaptor for KEM 975 - 10m,                  
XLR 5-pin

017013 XLR tail

Rycote SPR-SHIELD CABLE  - this is a short and flexible cable to go 
between the microphone and the main microphone cable, anchored 
by the cable grip on the mount.  It effectively decouples the 
microphone from the cable to minimise cable noise getting to the 
microphone.

£25.00 £30.00 Recently 
Introduced

Accessories and Spares    continued on next page

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request
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Accessories and Spares    continued
Power Supplies

600250 PRO PAN 48.2 Dual channel, mains powered, 48V phantom power supply £366.00 £439.20 N E W

Microphone Mounts

202312 EA 92 Elastic suspension for  M 990, M 92.1 S, UM 92.1 S, UMT 800, UM 
900, UM 930, UM 930 TWIN, M 1030 - colour: satin nickel £274.00 £328.80

202313 EA 92 As EA 92 above, but - colour: dark bronze £274.00 £328.80

212311 EA 93 Elastic suspension, incl. A93 adaptor, for M 930, M 940, M 950, MT 
71S, UMT 70S - colour: satin nickel £320.00 £384.00

212312 EA 93 As EA 93 above, but - colour: dark bronze £320.00 £384.00

202355 A 93 Adaptor for EA 92, EA 93, MH 80 - colour: satin nickel £79.00 £94.80

202354 A 93 As A 93 above, but - colour: dark bronze £79.00 £94.80

202357 EH 93-P
Elastic suspension for M 930, M 940, M 950, M 960 with ridged ring for 
the Håkan P-110 Pop Killer   (also fith M 300 series, M 102,                   
M 221, etc.) - colour: satin nickel

£209.00 £250.80

202358 EH 93-P As EH 93-P above, but - colour: dark bronze £209.00 £250.80

202382 Bayonet Adaptor G/B Screw-on adaptor to allow the connection of historic bayonet capsules 
on to the CMV 563 (supplied as standard in the CMV 563 / M7S kit)

600138 INV-BH Rycote INV-BH suspension, with patented "Lyre" shock absorbers for 
the KEM 970 or KEM 975 t.b.a.

202324 ME 90 XLR Gooseneck, incl. cable and 3-pin XLR - colour: black

600238 MH 10AH Microphone clamp 22-32mm. Fits M 900 series and MD 100 series £9.00 £10.80 N E W

SL-MH20 MH 20
Microphone clamp for microphones with a dimater of 20mm+. Fits       
M 300 series, M 290 series, SMS 2000 series, MT 71S and UMT 70S.  
Also fits MD 100 series and M 900 series. Supplied complete with 
thread adaptor

£9.00 £10.80 N E W

302350 MH 22 Microphone holder for 22mm diameter microphones: M 300 series, MT 
71S, UMT 70S, etc… £65.00 £78.00 N E W

302316 MH 73 Microphone holder / swivel joint with ½" thread (originally designed for 
the M 73 microphone)

£116.00 £139.20

202320 MH 80 Microphone holder, swivel mount for M 92.1 S, UM 92.1 S, M 990, 
UMT 800, UM 900, UM 930, UM 930 twin - colour: satin nickel

£116.00 £139.20

Accessories and Spares    continued on next page
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Accessories and Spares - Microphone Mounts    continued

202322 MH 80 As MH 80 above, but - colour: dark bronze £116.00 £139.20

202321 MH 80 As MH 80 above, but - colour: matt black £116.00 £139.20

202304 MH 93.1
Microphone holder for M 930, M 940, M 950, M 960 and also suitable 
for the UMT 70S and MT 71S Also fits the M 300 series.  Ø 21mm - 
colour: satin nickel

£88.00 £105.60

202303 MH 93.1 As MH 93.1 above, but - colour: dark bronze £88.00 £105.60

202349 MH 93.1 stereo As MH 93.1 above but with degree angle markings - special version 
normally supplied with stereo sets - colour: satin nickel

£88.00 £105.60

202350 MH 93.1 stereo As MH 93.1 stereo above, but - colour: dark bronze £88.00 £105.60

202397 Distance Piece
Distance Piece (riser) - goes between a stereo bar and microphone 
mount to raise a small diaphragm condenser mic. (EG: M 300 series) 
above the other for ORTF or XY stereo recording (normally supplied as 
part of the M 300 stereo set) - colour: dark bronze

£50.00 £60.00

202371 MH 975 Microphone holder for KEM 975, stationary fixing, 3/8", ½" - colour: 
satin nickel

202372 MH 975 As MH 975 above, but - colour: dark bronze

202374 KH 975.03
Microphone holder for KEM 975, elastic-stationary fixing cone, 30mm 
M10 (other lengths are available to suit customer requirements) - 
colour: satin nickel

202375 KH 975.03 As KH 975.03 above, but - colour: dark bronze

202376 KH 975.1
Microphone holder for KEM 975, elastic-stationary fixing cone, 100mm 
M10 (other lengths are available to suit customer requirements) - 
colour: satin nickel

202377 KH 975.1 As KH 975.1 above, but - colour: dark bronze

202380 MA 975 2-part Auditorium hanger for KEM 975 - Certified "TÜV Rheinland" 
BVG C1 - colour: satin nickel

202381 MA 975 As MA 975 above, but colour: dark bronze

202366 SR 93 Security ring for M 930, M 940, M 950, M960 - for safety while hanging 
the microphone

NEW!

Accessories and Spares    continued on next page

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request

Price on request
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Accessories and Spares - Microphone Mounts    continued
202332 TD 93

Stereo bar - ORTF or XY for M 300 series microphones (or any other 
SDC mic.) - or - ORTF bar for stereo recording for M 930 series - 
colour: dark bronze

£241.00 £289.20

202398 KS 25
Similar to TD 93 (above) but with an extended length to enable the M 
930 series, or M 930Ts microphones to be used either in ORTF or XY 
configuration - colour: matt black

£241.00 £289.20 NEW

44923 G-USM

Gefell Rycote Lyre suspension - this is the same as the Rycote USM  
but has green "Gefell" buttons on the adjusters instead of the red 
Rycote ones.  The Lyres are black and the pads for the microphone 
are also black. For microphones 18-55mm in diameter with a maximum 
weight of 750g

£60.00 £72.00

44924 G-USM-L

Gefell Rycote Lyre suspension - this is the same as the Rycote      
USM-L but has green "Gefell" buttons on the adjusters instead of the 
red Rycote ones.  The Lyres are black and the pads for the 
microphone are red (to distinguish the "L" version from the standard 
version). For microphones 18-55mm in diameter with a maximum 
weight of 500g, or 750g if the mic. is vertical.

£60.00 £72.00

014118 INV-7HG III
Rycote INV-7HG Mk.III  suspension - suitable for the UMT 70S  and           
MT 71S  microphones.  The Håkan P110 Pop Killer INV-7HG version 
(see p15) has been designed to be  attached when this is used with 
this combination

£59.00 £70.80

Modular Microphone Mounting System

600177 Long Stereo Bar - 57cm
Long Stereo Bar - 57cm  - this is, in effect, a single arm from the 
Decca Tree.  It has fully adjustable mounting positions and 1cm & 5cm 
markings

£217.00 £260.40 Recently 
Introduced

600207 T-piece T-piece  - this is the centre of the Decca Tree and comprises of an 
aluminium T-piece with threaded 3/8" holes and two mounting bolts £209.00 £250.80 Recently 

Introduced

600180 Jointing piece Jointing piece  - this comprises of an aluminium piece with threaded 
3/8" holes and two mounting bolts £185.00 £222.00 Recently 

Introduced

600181 Hanging Bracket Hanging Bracket - 3 required to fly a Decca Tree £217.00 £260.40 Recently 
Introduced

600209 Pair of mounting bolts Pair of mounting bolts  - two green anodised ⅜" bolts for usee with 
modular microphone mounting bar system

£45.00 £54.00 N E W

600177 + 
600179

Phased Array Mount

Phased Array Mount - comprising of the 600177 57cm stereo bar and 
a T-piece.  Designed for mounting a central stereo pair plus a pair of 
omni outriggers (EG: ORTF M 930 + M 221 or ORTF/XY M 300 + M 
320).  If a wider omni spacing is required add a second Long Stereo 
Bar and place the T-piece between them

£426.00 £511.20 N E W

610180
Decca Tree 1                                   

120 x 60

Small Decca Tree - 120 x 60 cm  - supplied without microphones.  
The tree can be stand-mounted or slung (with optional hanging 
brackets) and has fully adjustable mounting positions.  The kit 
comprises of: 3 x 57cm arms and a T-piece 

£774.00 £928.80 Recently 
Introduced

610181
Decca Tree 2                                     

230 x 120

Large Decca Tree - 230 x 120 cm  - supplied without microphones.  
The tree can be stand-mounted or slung (with optional hanging 
brackets) and has fully adjustable mounting positions.  The kit 
comprises of: 6 x 57cm arms, 1 x T-piece, 3 x jointing pieces

£1,850.00 £2,220.00 Recently 
Introduced

610202
Mounting Array for                             

M CUBE System

3D recording system mounting array only  3D "tree" mounting 
system comprising of: 16 x mounting bars, 4 x T-pieces, 2 x jointing 
pieces, 2 x vertical mounting pieces, carrying case

£5,517.00 £6,620.40 N E W

Accessories and Spares    continued on next page

This is a modular system - you can purchase as many or as few items as you need to build the mount you want.                                                
The system is easily expandable as required.                                                                                                                                                                            
We have included several standard options after the individual items.
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Accessories and Spares    continued
Table Stands

202341 MF 90 Table stand, 100 mm diameter, for EA 20, EA 90, MH 64, MH 93,           
MH 75 , etc. - colour: matt black £92.00 £110.40

202323 MF 97 Table stand, 180 mm diameter, for KEM 970 / M 975 £139.00 £166.80

212309 TS 93 Table stand, MH93 with metal foot MF 90 - colour: satin nickel

212310 TS 93 As TS 93 above, but - colour: dark bronze

600253 23105
Inexpensive, handy table microphone stand for professional use. 
Sturdy plastic base with collapsible light-weight plastic legs and 3/8" 
thread

£23.00 £27.60 N E W

600058 TS 13 Table mic. stand - weight 1.0kg; H175mm, base-Ø 130mm - colour: 
black

£56.00 £67.20

Floor Stands

600051 BS 16 Microphone stand incl. boom arm - weight 3.0kg - H 925/1630mm, 
Boom Arm Length 805mm - colour: grey

£83.00 £99.60

600050 BS 30 Microphone stand - weight 4.6kg, H 1290/3010mm - colour: black £139.00 £166.80

600052 BS 40 Microphone stand - weight 10.1kg, H 1800/4400mm - colour: black £325.00 £390.00

600059 SA 20 Boom arm - weight 4.0kg, Length 1155/2060mm - colour: black £223.00 £267.60

600060 SA 7 Boom arm - weight 0.8kg, Length 470/770mm - colour: black £42.00 £50.40

APE Balls for M 221

202364 KA 3 APE - Spherical baffle for M 221 and M 250 microphones. Ø 30 mm - 
colour: black

£74.00 £88.80

202365 KA 4 APE - Spherical baffle for M 221 and M 250 microphones. Ø 40 mm - 
colour: black

£79.00 £94.80

Accessories and Spares    continued on next page
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Accessories and Spares    continued
Windshields

302326 W 1 Foam windscreen for M 102   (5 required for M CUBE system)

302329 W 2 Foam windscreen for M 221   (4 required for M CUBE system) £19.00 £22.80

202410 W 10 Foam windscreen for MD 100, MD 110, MD 120 £42.00 £50.40

202414 W 19 Foam windscreen for HSM 190, TM 190, TM 190L £28.00 £33.60

202401 W 20 Foam windscreen for M 200, M 210, M 270, M 300 series £28.00 £33.60

202405 W 71 Foam windscreen for M 294, M 295, M 296 £28.00 £33.60

202407 W 76 Foam windscreen for UMT 70S, MT 71S, UM70S, M 71S, M 930,        
M 940, M 950 £46.00 £55.20

202406 W 80 Foam windscreen for UMT 800

202409 W 82 Foam windscreen for UM 900 with MH 80 or EA 92

202403 W 90 Foam windscreen for M 900, M 910 £42.00 £50.40

202402 W 92 Foam windscreen for M 990, M92.1S, UM 92.1S, M 92.1S, UM 92S £42.00 £50.40

202415 W 93 Foam windscreen for UM 930 £46.00 £55.20

202412 W 96 Foam windscreen for M 960 £46.00 £55.20

600193 W 96.1 Foam windscreen for SRM 100 / M 960 £42.00 £50.40

600170 W 975 Foam windscreen for KEM 975

202417 W INA 5-R Foam windscreen for INA 5-R

202418 RS INA 5-R Rain-screen for INA 5-R

Accessories and Spares    continued on next page

Price on request
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Accessories and Spares    continued

Håkan Pop Killers

Håkan P110 
Gefell EH93-P

Gefell EH93-P version

Håkan Pop Killer  - with acoustically transparent hydrophobic foam 
pop filter that does not colour the sound, nor absorbs moisture.  
Version for M 930 , M 940  and M 950  in the EH 93-P  suspension and 
allows the mic. and filter to be rotated in the mount - standard frame 
colour is black

£48.00 £57.60

Håkan P110 
Gefell Ts

Gefell Ts version

As above but with an integral clip for the M 930Ts  microphone in the 
EH 93-P  suspension - this is basically the same as above, but with a 
longer "upright" as the M 930Ts has a longer body to incorporate the 
transformer

£48.00 £57.60

Håkan P110 
Universal

Universal version

As above but a "universal" version with a ⅜" thread to attach to a 
microphone stand or gooseneck £48.00 £57.60

Håkan P110 
Gooseneck v1

Gooseneck version 1

As above but with integrated gooseneck with a ¾" clamp to fit a 
microphone stand or boom arm £48.00 £57.60

Håkan P110 
Gooseneck v2

Gooseneck version 2

As above, but with a clamp for larger microphone stands with a 
diameter of up to 1" - this clamp has a padded "V" to protect the 
stand and prevent slip and is the preferred version for many

£48.00 £57.60

Håkan P110 
Gooseneck v3

Gooseneck version 3

This gooseneck version fits to the stand underneath the microphone 
holder.  Designed for standard ⅜" microphone threads - put the Pop 
Killer on the stand and then screw the microphone holder on top to 
hold it tight

£48.00 £57.60

Håkan P110 INV-
7HG-V

Rycote INV-7HG Vertical

Special version of the P110 Pop Killer for attachment to the Rycote      
INV-7HG III suspension when used with the UMT 70S or MT 71S 
microphones (NB: INV-7HG III pictured is not included)

£48.00 £57.60 NEW

Håkan P110 INV-
7HG-H

Rycote INV-7HG Horizontal

Special version of the P110 Pop Killer for attachment to the Rycote      
INV-7HG III suspension when used horizontally with the M 300 or 
similar SDC microphones (NB: INV-7HG III pictured is not included)

£48.00 £57.60 NEW

Håkan P110 
Foam Filter Pad

P110 Foam Filter Pad
Spare / replacement hydrophobic foam filter pad £14.00 £16.80

Replacement Empty Wooden Boxes & Cases
Replacement Empty Wooden Boxes

We can supply replacement boxes and cases for almost any Microtech 
Gefell microphone or microphone cmbination.  Please contact us with 
details of what needs replacing and we will see what's possible and let 
you know costs.

This price list supersedes all previously issued price lists.
Prices are ex-works Gefell including packing. Freight charged extra at cost.
Payment is required prior to shipment unless specifically otherwise agreed.

Manufacturer reserves the right to make changes/improvements without prior notice.
Title to the goods remains with the seller until the goods are paid for in full.

E&OE
Tel:  01869-600-817 ● www.sound-link.co.uk


